April 26, 2017

The following was sent to the KYAE listserv.

GED® Math High Impact Indicator Questions Class Resources available in KAERS

The resources for the first Monday and Wednesday classes of the GED® Math High Impact Indicator Questions Class are now accessible through KAERS! New lessons will be uploaded in the near future. There are eight documents and each document begins with KYAE/KET Math Class.

All adult education providers are welcome to participate. Class starts on Monday, May 1 at 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM, EST. Remember that the afternoon sessions are repeated content from the morning sessions. If you are still considering this course for your students, take a look at the great lessons that Catherine Beechie has crafted; you just might decide to give this new platform a try.

Want to join the pilot group?

If you participate in the pilot, we will ask for additional information about how your students performed and give you the chance to give KYAE and KET feedback. Currently, we have more than a dozen programs and over 130 students in the pilot! A reminder that today, April 26, is the last day to enroll your program as a pilot. Please email Janet Slayden at janet.slayden@ky.gov if you are interested in the pilot.